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Choissez la bonne option
01. They ____ contact with them a few days ago.
a. Lose
b. Loose
c. Lost
d. Have lost
02. Now they ____ missing for more than a week.
a. are being
b. went
c. are
d. have been
03. There is ____ hope of finding them alive.
a. little
b. few
c. not more
d. not
04. They got lost and they spent the night in the ____.
a. open
b. outside
c. wide
d. out
05. He loves surging. He can spend hours ____ the waves.
a. playing
b. sliding
c. driving
d. riding
06. When they left they were well ____ of the dangers of such a mission.
a. awake
b. aware
c. abroad
d. apart
07. Low cost airlines are big ____ in Europe.
a. business
b. deals
c. experiences
d. affairs
08. Every year we ____ our annual conference in a different town.
a. maintain
b. perform
c. hold
d. sustain

09. This yeah Edinburgh has been chosen to ____ the conference.
a. hold
b. yield
c. grant
d. host
10. This restaurant serves anything from a buffet to a full banquet, ____ your exact requirements.
a. adapted with
b. tailored to
c. in line for
d. consisting in
11. The center ____ designed to offer high quality technology.
a. has
b. has being
c. is been
d. has been
12. Our team is ____ with the demands of modern meetings.
a. in par
b. on pair
c. in tune
d. according
13. He suffered massive memory loss after a heart attack ____ his brain of oxygen.
a. starved
b. suppressed
c. clogged
d. chocked
14. He ____ in touch with you as soon as he ____ in London.
a. gets ... arrives
b. will get ... will arrive
c. gets ... will arrive
d. will get ... arrives
15. This is ____ he had promised he would call.
a. all the more worrying as
b. all the more worrying than
c. all the more worried than
d. all the more worried as
16. She is doing well: she doesn’t ____ any help.
a. seem she needs
b. appear needing
c. seem in need
d. appear to need

17. He proposes to ____ the latest nanotechnology to fire a rocket across the solar system.
a. retrieve
b. access
c. make use
d. harness
18. ____ should you try and do this by yourself. It’s too dangerous!
a. On no account
b. By no means
c. In no way
d. For no matter
19. If you ____ I ____ come.
a. don’t phone ... wouldn’t have
b. hadn’t phoned ... wouldn’t have
c. didn’t phone ... will not
d. haven’t phoned ... wouldn’t
20. I’m fed up driving! Can you take ____?
a. over
b. up
c. down
d. off
Sélectionnez la partie de la phrase qui contient une erreur
21. He remains convinced that within a decade we know whether nanotechnology
		
A				
B		
C
holds the key to space exploration.
D
22. Michael SMITH, expert in electric propulsion at the University of Stuttgart,
					A
would like more research to be carried out before coming to a firm judgment.
		
B			
C					
D
23. Nanoparticles can be very easily charged. The larger the charge on the particle,
				
A
The easier it is to accelerate and so the greater the propulsive force you get from it
		B						C
for the same power consumption.
		
D
24. Computer scientists are continually thinking up new types of codes for us in modern
					
A				
B
Communications but they are not yet sophisticated enough to cope about several different
						 C				 D
types of interference.

25. The robber had arranged that a powerful car will be waiting outside should he need to
					
A		
B				
C
make a fast get away.
D
26. Data managers ensure that the information generated by clinical trials complies with
					
A							
B
regulations and is in the right format for analysis.
				
C		
D
27. We provide independent advice to consumers and everything we do is based
			
A
on scientific evidences. We deliver expert advice and information on key aspects of nutrition.
B					
C					
D
28. The first attempt to improve the wildlife situation were made by a group of concerned
						
A
Members of Parliament, whose efforts resulted in passing of an important amendment to
				
B			
C
Kenia’s Wildlife Act.
D
29. The ability of robot to engage humans emotionally are prompting researchers to change
					A					 B
their perception of them: the big question is whether we should make a better tool or a teamC							
D
mate.
30. There are still many hurdles to overcome before hydrogen trains are a regular sight
				
A
in the world’s railways, not least reducing the existing high cost of manufacturing fuel cells.
B			
C				
D

Lisez le texte suivant et choisissez la bonne option pour chacun des passages
manquants
Five young video games player (31 _____) over computers in a cellar in northern Paris on a
damp weekday evening.
Wearing red team jackets and headphones, these intensely (32 _____) men in their twenties
are semi-professional players practicing war-games strategies for an international (33 _____)
in Italy.
There is big money (34 _____) and their slightly older manager stands behind, encouraging a
and occasionally reprimanding hem.
(35 _____) you think of video games, many people would wind it difficult to see them as a
cultural activity.
But the French government wants to give the video games the (36 _____) of a cultural industy
like its music and cinema industries, which are (37 _____) for tax breaks and government
support to preserve the cultural heritage of a people proud of their auteur films and passion
for the arts.
So what is the government playing at?
“I believe that a video game is a true creative work based on a lot of artistic talent, (38 _____)
script writers, designers and directors,” says the Culture Minister, Renaud Donnedieu de
Vabres.
In an interview with the BBC, he shrugged off the fact that some critics have labeled him the
minister of video games.
“Cultural products are not like other goods”, he said.
“States must make sure that there is cultural diversity. And we, as European countries, need
to (39 _____) that in order to maintain our cultural and artistic presence in Beijing, in New York
and elsewhere.”
France used to be home of three of the world’s top 10 video games companies but they have
been facing hard times (40 _____) competition.
Times has forced a number of them to move most of their operations abroad where costs are
lower.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/6272301.stm
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lunch
relished
competitions
on lease
whatever
status
eligible
revolving
cover
dire

B
punch
exhausted
tournament
by far
whoever
statue
feasible
resolving
nurture
stern

C
munch
practiced
exhibition
at stake
wherever
statement
laughable
evolving
suffer
rough

D
hunch
focused
challenge
on the air
however
state
likable
involging
rupture
tough
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Video games have ‘role in school’
Video games could have a serious role to play in the classroom, a survey of teachers and
students suggests.
The Teaching with Games report was (41 _____) by games giant Electronic Arts (EA) and carried
out by FutureLab.
It surveyed almost 1,000 teachers and more than 2,300 primary and secondary school
students in the UK.
The survey found 59% of teachers would consider using (42 _____) games in the classroom
while 62% of students wanted to use games at school.
The report, which was also backed by Microsoft, Take Two, as well as the Interactive Software
Federation of Europe (ISFE), found evidence of (43 _____) from both teachers and students
about the impact of games on players: more than 70% of the surveyed teachers felt that
playing games could lead to anti-social behavior while 30% of students believed that playing
games could lead to increased violence and aggression.
The report authors also followed 12 teachers at four schools in the UK and looked at ways
they could use commercial software in the classroom.
The authors concluded that there was “still a generational (44 _____) between teachers and
students in respect of computer games play”: more than 70% of teachers never play games
outside school while 82% of children said they played video games at least once a fortnight.
Mr Clarkson (45 _____) the report was an attempt to be “taken seriously” by the educational
establishment.
He said: “We are already taken seriously and we take our responsibilities as a leader in the
industry very seriously.”
Fred Hasson, chief executive of games developer association Tiga, one of the backers of the
London Games Festival, said the event reflected the (46 _____) of the UK industry.
“The UK is not only the third largest market for video games it is also the third largest
producer of games in the world.”
He said the industry was in good (47 _____) following several years of consolidation.
“In the 2000 there were about 400 UK development studios while now there are about 150.”
“But I don’t think there are any fewer numbers of people working in the industry overall.”
“With the (48 _____) consoles, the current hardware and next generation hardware on the
horizon, there has never been as much work around as there is now.”
Rob Cooper, managing director of Ubisoft UK and chairman of the festival said: “Now more
than ever people are starting (49 _____) to the important stage, one which allows our industry
to show every aspect of itself.”
He added: “From students wanting to (50 _____) a career in gaming, to budding developers
who want to share ideas for future gamers. There will be events of interest to so many groups
of people.”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/5398230.stm
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conveyed
off-the-shelf
concern
diversion
disrupted
vintage
point
hand-picked
wake up
form

B
commercialized
over-the-top
compromise
divide
distorted
vibrancy
ways
handsome
listen
forge

C
commissioned
on-and-off
commitment
discontent
denigrated
vibration
shape
handmade
realize
found

D
concluded
off-shore
consent
disposal
denied
virtue
spirits
handheld
understand
fold

